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Sidney Sexton has settled into a quiet life in his hometown of Verona, Indiana, but that quiet is disturbed
when he spots a boy from his past—a boy who cannot be in this place and time. Twenty-five years ago,
when Sidney was in high school, he found and lost his soul mate. Tragedy took him away from Sidney, but
now a boy who is the spitting image of the youth he loved walks the streets of Verona. Sidney knows he
cannot be his lost love and yet he wonders…
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From Reader Review Come Back to Me for online ebook

Bob Silverstein says

I've read about 50 of Mark Roeder's books. This one was just meh. It was nice to pay a brief visit to some of
the old characters though.

Dennis says

A long story to a disappointing ending

Just too long of a story that ends in a too strange of an ending for me. This is highly an odd book that goes on
and on about really nothing and then ends in a way that's supposed to leave one hanging and looking forward
to the next book, I guess, but I know I won't be reading it, I truly don't care.

Dale Hankins says

Another great read with some new characters and some old. Real world with a bit of fantasy. Really liked the
new characters Sid and Beau along with revisiting the "gay boys" of Verona and the familiar locations VHS,
Ofarim's, Graymoor and Tydannon. Definitely a Mark Roeder fan here.

Michael Thompson says

Wow! Just when you think Mark Roeder can't add anymore to the Gay Youth Chronicles he gives us this
beautiful gem! I loved it! But I'm also a huge (I mean HUGE) fan of Mark Roeder's Gay Youth Chronicle
series. And with Come Back To Me, Mr. Roeder doesn't disappoint us. The gang returns to help comfort a
broken heart when Sidney's first true love mysteriously vanishes without a trace from Verona.
The answer to Beau's mysterious disappearance lies in the town of Verona. Or more specifically, Graymoor
mansion!
Mark Roeder takes us on a sweet journey of love lost and love found...at all cost!
If you're a fan of the gang that sits at the "homo table" and The Gay Youth Chronicles you definitely will
enjoy this addition to the series.
I cannot recommend this series enough. If you're a young teen or just young at heart start reading this series.
It's that good!

FIVE HUGE STARS FOR THE GYC!!!

Stephen says

I've read most of Mark's books and have been following him since shortly after he released his first tale of



Mark and Taylor. There has been some decline in quality with the increased frequency of his releases but
there is usually something that makes each one worth reading. And while I like the tales of first love centered
back in the 80's, this one felt a bit like he was just going through the motions.

I felt that it could have been better

Robert Randles says

A strange tale

I thought this was a fairly straightforward college tale with a love affair between a jock and a lesser mortal.
When the main character is killed the future seems bleak. Life goes on for many years until a totally
unexpected twist makes a happy ending possible.


